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John Olsen “The Kiss”
OLSEN, John
Townsville and Melbourne : Lyre Bird Press & Zimmer Editions,
2009. Folio, quarter-calf over linen, gilt-lettered on spine,
unpaginated, original signed Olsen etching bound in as frontispiece,
titled The Kiss and editioned out of 30 copies, an original Olsen pen
sketch facing title page with the edition number written by the artist
in pen, poem by Olsen The Kiss, 16 full page colour illustrations, each
with a manuscript caption in ink hand written by John Olsen on the
facing page. Limited to 30 copies signed and numbered by Olsen.
The Kiss reproduces a John Olsen sketchbook on the subject, and is
a very limited edition publication.
$ 3,300 AUD
# 9500

Remembrance
LYSSIOTIS, Peter; STRASSER, Theo; COLVIN, Robert
[Melbourne] : Masterthief, 2009. Folio (510 mm), lettered cloth,
hand-painted endpapers, [44] pp, original screen prints and painted
pages with overlaid text. Limited to 10 copies plus 3 artist’s proofs
signed by the artists.
“Composed by the two creators of )]I[MXRIWW (2008) in
collaboration with the poet Colvin, Remembrance is constructed
in imposing form, the initial impact of the front boards recalling
a tombstone or war monument. The interior, bracketed by the
dark whorls of Strasser’s acrylic endpapers, freeze-frames post
apocalyptic thoughts of an inhumane future grounded in our own
reality. In doing so, the artists remind the reader of the consequence
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Luminance
STRASSER, Theo
Melbourne : Anajah Press, 2010
Large quarto, 395 x 395 mm, 48 pp, each
hand-painted, hand-bound by Monica Oppen
of Sydney. Limited to 8 copies signed by the
artist.
Luminance takes the shape of a codex, but
its content is a series of vivid and dramatic
paintings interwoven with thoughts of an
artist’s doubts and dreams. In the colophon
Strasser states that ‘the text is derived from
the practice of painting’, by which he means
Luminance serves somewhat as the artist’s
own manifesto of the personal challenges
involved in realising an artwork from concept
to canvas.
$ 2,200 AUD
# 158

Yannima Pikarli Tommy Watson Ngayuku Ngura - My
country (deluxe edition)
McGREGOR, Ken and GEISSLER, Marie
Translation into French by Flore Gregorini. Melbourne : Macmillan,
2010. Quarto, white-lettered black buckram in matching
slipcase, illustrated endpapers, 248 pp, extensively illustrated. The
deluxe edition, limited to 50 numbered copies, with a large and
magnificent original colour etching by Watson loosely enclosed,
limited to 50 numbered copies signed with his monogram ‘X’. This
monograph presents the spectacular painting of a master colourist.
A Pitjantjatjara elder who maintains his home and studio in Alice
Springs, the artist still travels extensively across his ‘country’ to fulfil
traditional obligations.
$ 2,200 AUD
# 6851

Euan Macleod. The painter in the painting
O’BRIEN, Gregory
Sydney : Piper Press, 2010. Quarto, cloth bound boards with
pictorial onlay in matching slipcase (a little marked), illustrated
endpapers, 204 pp, illustrated throughout. The deluxe edition,
limited to 120 copies, accompanied by an original signed etching,
The Trek, limited to 40 copies (two other etchings accompanied the
remaining edition). Signed by the artist on the half-title and inscribed
‘For Tony, lots a love, Euan’.
$ 880 AUD
# 8226
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Elemental reckoning : the art of Tim Storrier 1981 2011 (deluxe edition)
WILSON, Gavin
Sydney : JAM Press, 2011. Quarto, cloth in dust jacket, 94 pp,
illustrated. Published in conjunction with an exhibition at S.H.
Ervin Gallery. The deluxe edition, limited to 100 copies signed and
numbered by the artist on the title page, with an original signed
etching, Saddle, loosely enclosed.
$ 880 AUD
# 8955

Artists of the Western Desert : 2006 - 2011 (deluxe
edition)
WEIGHT, Greg and MCGREGOR, Ken
Melbourne : Macmillan, 2011. Quarto, blind embossed ochre cloth
in cloth slipcase with draw ribbon, 199 pp, extensively illustrated.
The deluxe edition limited to only 50 copies, specially bound, with
an original signed etching by Mrs Bennett (Nyurapayia Nampitjinpa),
numbered in an edition of 50 and signed with her monogram ‘X’.
A book of portrait studies of more than 80 senior artists of the
Western Desert art movement. Each stunning full-page portrait,
reproduced in duotone, is accompanied on its facing page by an
example of the artist’s work.
$ 1,100 AUD
# 6850

A bookplate by Pro Hart
MARLING, Karal Ann
Stoke-on-Trent : The Lytlewode Press, 2011. Octavo, orange cloth in
matching slipcase, spine lettered in gilt, yellow endpapers, 12 pp, two
photographs of Pro Hart and publisher Robert C. Littlewood, both
signed by Littlewood, original etched bookplate by Pro Hart tippedin. Limited to 275 copies signed and numbered by the publisher.
A fine contemporary study of an Australian bookplate by noted
American academic Karal Ann Marling, Associate Professor of Art
History at the University of Minnesota.
$ 220 AUD
# 1590
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True trunk
LETI, Bruno
Melbourne : the artist, 2012. Octavo, flush-cut boards with original
oil painting of a tree trunk on front board, signed and dated by the
artist, containing photographs of original paintings Leti made of
Australian trees, ‘part of an installation and investigation into colour
and structure of the Australian landscape’ (from the colophon).
Limited to 30 copies signed and numbered by the artist.
$ 485 AUD
# 8502

Sacred fragments : the hand painted photographs
LETI, Bruno and KIRKER, Anne
Melbourne : the artist, 2013. Octavo, moire silk clamshell box with
photographic insert, unpaginated, text by Kirker and images by Leti,
a series of 20 hand-painted photographs by Leti, each signed and
numbered verso. Produced in homage to Kazimir Malevich, featuring
photographs Leti made in Russia of icons and emblems. Limited to
15 sets.
$ 1,200 AUD
# 8542

Shore of certain happiness : 1788-2012
ANDERSON, Sue and HARRISON, Gwen
Sydney : Gwen Harrison and Sue Anderson, 2012. Quarto (370
mm), full stained kangaroo with goat spine, [50] pp, with multiplate sugar lift and aquatint etched plates, hand-finished with paint,
letterpress text, presented in a clamshell box. Limited to 6 copies
signed by the artist.
‘This artwork comprises a series of prints and a variety of texts
including reflections from historical and contemporary writers that
explore the silencing of the marginalised: from the oppression of
Indigenous Australians, to the exploitation of the English and Irish
convicts, to the dehumanisation of asylum seekers. In this work the
artists seek to represent the way in which minority groups have
been and still are denied their right to a voice. This ‘Australian way’
sits uncomfortably with our popular self-image and diminishes the
strength and validity of our democratic society.’--From Lessons in
History, Vol. II, Democracy (Grahame Galleries, 2012, p 7).
$ 2,500 AUD
# 9570
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Dancing over dark waters
HARRISON, Gwen; ANDERSON, Sue;
LYSSIOTIS, Peter
Sydney : Gwen Harrison and Sue Anderson,
2012. Folio (545 mm), full dyed kangaroo
with goatskin detail, [28] pp, etched
endpapers, folding etched plates, presented
in a clamshell box. Edition limited to 7 unique
copies, signed by the artists.
“The work reveals the three artists’ response
to one of Sydney’s darkest historical colonial
sites, Cockatoo Island, an imperial prison,
industrial school, reformatory and jail..” –
(SLNSW website)
$ 7,000 AUD
# 9572

Lyre bird and Mount Isa Mine
BRAY,Vincent
With an introduction by Geoffrey Blainey. Townsville : Lyre Bird Press
and Melbourne : Zimmer Editions, 2013. Folio (525 x 415 mm), full
blind-embossed cloth binding by Norbert Herold with pictorial inlay,
dust jacket, unpaginated, six black and white reproduced drawings
(two double page) by Vincent Bray, introduction by Blainey, text on
Mount Isa Mine by Barry Sullivan, with a signed print affixed to title
page. Limited to 10 copies, but in fact only 7 were produced. ‘Four
of the original drawings are based on his experience as a member
of the mining workforce at Mount Isa. Three of the drawings feature
the whimsical notion of the lyre bird, equipped with miner’s lamp,
carrying the canary into the mine’ (from the colophon). Rare.
$ 3,000 AUD
# 9506

These trees. Lake Mokoan. Drawing - photography drawing.
LETI, Bruno and LAKIN, Shaun
Melbourne : the artist, 2013. Quarto, decorated cloth by Wolfgang
Schaefer, 59 pp, illustrated with photographs and reproductions
of drawings by Leti. Limited to 98 copies, with two original signed
lambda photographs by the artist, and an original signed etching
loosely enclosed.
$ 880 AUD
# 8637
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In ecstasy
[KAFKA]. STRASSER, Theo
Melbourne : Anajah Press, 2013. Large quarto,
520 x 540 mm, hand-bound in quarter-cloth
by Wolfgang Schaefer, hand-painted dust
jacket, [32] pp, each hand painted in acrylic,
some with built-up paper collage. Limited to
6 copies signed by the artist.
Strasser uses Franz Kafka’s Zürau Aphorism
Number 109, written between 1917 and
1918 but first published posthumously in
1931, as the basis for his text, a meditation
on patience, insight and self-revelation.
Crafted entirely by hand, each copy is unique,
and represents an enormous amount of
work. “This book has used Kafka’s text in
helping me find myself, within my own sense
of space” - from the colophon.   
$ 2,200 AUD
# 9565

Four linocuts
SIBLEY, Andrew
Written by Robert C. Littlewood. Linocuts by Andrew Sibley. Poem
by Marguerite Joan Sibley. Boston, Melbourne, Chateau Bosgouet :
The Lytlewode Press, 2014. Folio, gilt-illustrated full leather, green
endpapers, [viii]; 32; [8] pp, frontispiece, title page printed in red
and black, illustrated with four original Andrew Sibley linocuts,
each individually hand-coloured and signed by the artist. Housed
in a gilt-lettered cloth bound clamshell box, and containing the
unbound sheets to the publication The Garden : a poem by Joan
Sibley, Illustrated by Andrew Sibley, Irena Sibley, Benedict Sibley and
Jonathan Sibley. Melbourne : The Littlewood Press, 1993, limited to
10 copies with seventeen original hand-coloured linocuts, many
signed. These sheets to The Garden were stored in the studio
of Irena Sibley and are storm affected, thus never bound and
presented as a complement to the work Four Linocuts. Four Linocuts
is limited to 100 copies, each signed by the artist and publisher, this
one of the deluxe editions, limited to 9 copies, which is in a purpose
built clamshell box with the original sheets for the book The Garden
encased within. The work contains a detailed biographical essay by
Robert Littlewood which assesses the background and influences
in life for the artist Andrew Sibley, as well as a poem by his mother
Joan Sibley and original illustrations by the artist. A fine work from
The Lytlewode Press, the first with this new imprint.
$ 2,750 AUD
# 7696
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